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Abst rac t - -We use the low-regret notion of Lions [1] for the control of a class of singular distributed 
systems: the ill-posed problems. A regularization approach isapplied to the backwards heat equation, 
and we obtain a problem of incomplete data, for which the method of Nakoulima et al. [2] is developed. 
Passing to the limit, a singular optimality system is obtained for the low-regret control of the original 
problem without any Slater hypothesis. © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ~ be an open domain of ]~N, N = 1, 2, or 3, of regular frontier 0~.  Denote by Q = (0, T) × ~, 
E -- (0, T) × 0~,  and consider the following backwards heat equat ion control problem: 
z '+Az  = v, in Q, 
z(O) = O, in ~, 
z = O, on E, 
(1) 
with 
z 2 J (v , z )  = IIz - dllL2(Q) + NIIVlI2L2(Q), (2) 
where v E /gad, •ad a nonempty  closed convex subset of the Hi lbert space of controls L2(Q), 
Zd C L2(Q),  N > 0, and where II.Hx is the norm on the corresponding Hilbert space X. 
Problem (1) is the prototype of ill-posed problems. If a couple (v, z) C/gad × L2 (Q) satisfying (1) 
exists, it is called a control-state admissible couple. 
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We suppose that the admissible couple set is nonempty. For every admissible couple (v, z), we 
associate a cost function defined by (2), and consider the control problem 
inf d(v, z), (v, z) admissible, 
which admits a unique solution (u, y) that we should characterize. We then talk about a singular 
optimality system (SOS) associated to (u, y). 
A classical method to obtain the SOS is the well-known method of penalization. For problem 
(1),(2) in [3], Lions obtained a singular optimality system, under the supplementary h pothesis 
of Slater type: 
/dad has a nonempty interior. (3) 
In what follows, we propose another approach which avoids the use of (3). 
2. PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
Our method consists in regularizing the evolution problem (1) into an elliptic problem of 
incomplete data. We then let the classical control notion away, to consider the one of low-regret 
control as introduced in [1], and recently developed by Nakoulima etal. in [2]. 
For any s > 0, we then consider the regularized problem 
, II z~ + sz~ + Az~ = v, in Q, 
z~(0) = 0, in ~, 
z~ (T) -- g, in ~, 
z~ ---- 0, on ~, 
(4) 
where g E G, G nonempty subspace of L2(f/). For every e > 0, and any given g, there is a unique 
state solution of (4) for which we associate a cost function given by 
2 &<v, g) = IIz~(v, g)  - Zd IIL=<~> + Nll~ll2=(q>, g e G. (5) 
As in [2], for any 3' > 0, we introduce the low-regret control solution to the following perturbed 
system: 
inf sup [ J~(v,g)  - J~(0,g)  - ~[MI~] • 
vEUad gEG 
Identifying G and G' and following the method of [2], we obtain the classical control problem 
inf J~ (v), (6) 
V Eb{ad 
where 
and where ~s satisfies to 
E2 t 2 
,]~ (v) = J~(v, O) - J~(0,0) + ~-HG(T,v)IIc, (7) 
~t~+s~'~'+A~=y~(v,O), inQ, ~(0)=~(T)=0,  in~t, ~=0,  onE.  (8) 
LEMMA 2.1. Problem (4), (6), and (7) has a unique solution u~, called the 'approximate' low- 
regret control. 
PgOOF. The proof easily follows from the results of [2] applied to the case/dad ~ L2(Q) (see [4] 
for details). 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. The 'approximate' low-regret control u~ is characterized by the unique quad- 
"7 "Y 7 ruplet { u~ ,y~ ,p~ ,p~ }, solution to the system 
y[' + eye" + Ay~ = u~, p~' + ep~" + Ap~ = O, and 
-p : '  + ~pT" +/xp~ = v7 - z~ + p~, in Q, 
y](O) : O, pT(O) : O, p [ (T )  = ~ 7' -~  (T), p~(O) = p~(T) = O, in ~, 
y~ = O, p~ = O, p~ = O, on E, 
with (8), and the variational inequality 
(p~+Nu~,v -u~)>O,  gvCb l .a .  
PROOF.  The  Eulcr condition of first order to (6),(7) gives 
_> O, < y[ - Zd, y~(w, O) )i2(O)xL2(q)+N ( u~, w >L2(Q)xL2(Q ) + ~-(~'(T,  ), (E'(T, w) 
L:(~) xL2(~) 
where y~ : ye(u[,O) and ( [  : (e(u[,0). We then introduce p[ : pe(u[, 0) solution to p [ '+  
ep[" + Ap~ : 0, p~(T) : (e2/~/)(7'(T), p[(0) : 0, and p[ : 0 on E, such that 
"~ / L2(~2)xL2(~2) : ( p~, ye(w,  O) ) L:(Q)xL2(Q) , 
using the Green formula. 
Introduce now the adjoint state p[ = p~(u[, 0) as follows. We solve -p [ '  + ep[" + Ap[ = 
"YT y[ - Zd + Pc, P~ ( ) : P[ (0) : 0, and p[ : 0 on E. Hence, we have 
<W - zd + p~, y~(w, O))L~(q)xL~(Q) : <PL ~)L~(q)xL~(~) • 
Finally, 
(p~ + Nu~,W)L2(Q)xL2(Q ) >_ O. | 
3. A PRIORI EST IMATES AND PASSAGE TO THE L IM IT  
In this section, we give the SOS for the low-regret control of the backwards heat equation. We 
first show the following estimates. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. There is a positive constant C such that 
I]u~ItL~(Q) <_ C, tIY~[IL~(Q) <- C, (9) 
PROOF.  As 
-~ll(~'(T,u~)IIL~(n) < C. 
yj(u~) _< yj(v), v~ c uad, 
we obtain for the particular case v = 0, 
z2 2 L77,e2 ~O~(u~) (T) 2 _<-  ~(T)  . J J uLo)  - &(o,o)  + L2(~) ~ 2(~) 
But ys(O,O)(t,x) = ~c(O)(t,x) = 0 in [0, T] x ~, hence, 
Ot (T) L2(a) []L2 (Q) (i0) I 
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THEOREM 3.1. The low-regret control u "r = lim~_.0 u~ for the backwards heat equation (1) is 
characterized by the unique soIution {u~, ye, ~ ~, p~, p~ ) to the system 
y~l + Ay7 = u ~, ~7~ + A~ = y~, pT~ + ApT = O, and 
-p'~ + Ap'~ = y'~ -- Zd + p'~, in Q, 
= o, C (o )  = C(T)  = o, and 
f (o )  = o, 
y'Y = O, 
with the following weak limits 
y~ = ~im ° yT, 
and the variational inequality 
f (T )  = A~(T), p~(O) : p~(T) = O, in ~, 
~'Y = O, p'Y = O, p~ = O, on E, 
(p~+Nu~,v -u~)>O,  Vv C/Aad, 
with 
n ~ 
PROOF. From (10), we deduce the following limits: 
ye 7 --~ yq', 
O~4u~) (T) -= A "r, weakly in 
V3` Lib 
A ~ E G completion of G in L ~ (ft). 
weakly in/dad, 
weakly in L 2 (Q), 
(11) 
(up to extract a subsequences (u~), (y~), and ( (~/x /~)~(T) ) ) .  For every fixed 3' > 0, the 
adjoint state p~ is also bounded in s, we then obtain the desired result. II 
REMARK 1. In the case of totally missing information, which corresponds to G = L2(~), we 
have in fact ,k ~ e G = L2(f~). 
REMARK 2. Notice that we can also define the 'no-regret' control (see [2]), but only to the 
approximate problem (4). It is defined by the unique element us E ~'~ad solution to the problem 
inf sup (J~(v,g) - J~(O,g)). (12) 
vE1Aad KEG 
Equation (10) also allows us to give estimates for the passage to the limit 3  `-~ 0, for the no-regret 
control to (4), which exists in the subset 
' T G} vge  . 
Some other cases as 3  `= z, . . .  are also studied in [4]. 
CONCLUSION. As we have seen in this work, hypothesis (3) is replaced by the low-regret (notion). 
This method gives another point of view of solving the control problem of singular distributed 
systems. 
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